Navigating and meeting the complexity of regulatory
requirements in international trade is never an easy
task; especially when traders need to move many
different types of cargo across multiple Customs
and borders.
Global eTrade Services (GeTS) offers traders an easier
and more efficient way to navigate international
trade. A subsidiary and a key growth engine for
the Group, GeTS amalgamates CrimsonLogic’s close
to 30 years of experience and know-how in trade
facilitation in 23 countries, with a broad and diverse
customer base spanning across Asia, Middle-East,
Africa, Latin America, and the United States.

Traders need an easier and
more efficient way to
navigate international trade.
GeTS has a comprehensive suite of global trade
connectivity services that helps traders meet
regulatory and compliance requirements from
Government agencies and trade associations
around the world. Based on a SaaS model, GeTS is
centred on a global trade platform that facilitates
cross-border trade with Compliance Connectivity,
eAdvisory and Data Analytics suite of services. All
these services can be subscribed on the fly, scaled
accordingly, and delivered through Cloud to enable
a high level of system uptime.

facilitate trade declarations, cargo manifests
submissions, import/export permits applications,
and electronic Certificate of Origin (eCO) applications
to government agencies and trade associations
globally. Users can simply start the regulatory
submission via the web, fax, email or electronic
integration (regardless of data format) through
GeTS. All services are backed up by 24x7 support via
phone, email and live webchat.

consolidate import and export regulatory/
compliance related information from various
countries into a single platform. For example, the
Harmonised System (HS) Codes auto classification
allows users to easily identify the correct HS codes
and the FTA Analyser (Duty Optimisation) calculates
import duty savings and other benefits from various
Free Trade Agreements.

is key to high volume businesses. Through one
connection to XBS, users can submit and receive
electronic applications and approvals to/from over
50* Customs authorities worldwide. With automatic
data population and pre-validation capabilities,
declaration information only needs to be entered
once for multiple lodgements in local and respective
cross-border authorities’ formats.
Real-time
dashboard, alerts, status, data reuse and electronic
integration (regardless of users’ data format) drive
better collaboration, increase visibility among
stakeholders and reduce compliance complexities.

includes Trade Document Processing (Business
Process Outsource). By outsourcing their trade
document processing to GeTS, users can simply
fax or email their requests/paperwork to GeTS for
processing and submission. High volume businesses
can opt for electronic integration (regardless of users’
data format) of their backend system e.g. Transport
Management System (TMS) with GeTS platform to
achieve seamless data transfer.

Our customers include international Freight forwarders, Non-Vessel Operating Common Carriers, Importers
and Exporters. GeTS also partners with Freight Management System (FMS) and TMS service providers to
enhance their service offerings for their customers. Through an extensive network of 163,000 connected
parties globally, GeTS’ global connectivity is expanding aggressively. We currently record over 10 million global
trade transactions, US$1 trillion worth of transactions and 500 million tonnes of cargoes, and are poised for
strong growth.
GeTS is the answer to complex trade challenges. We aim to address diverse regulatory requirements, limited
automation and inefficient processes, by making cross-border trade:

